DRINKS & FOOD

ON TAP:
- TRUMER PILSNER.....$7
- MAGNOLIA KOLSCH.....$7
- MANNY’S PALE ALE.....$7
- UNION JACK FIRESTONE IPA.....$7
- FORT POINT WESTFALIA RED ALE....$7
- BARE BOTTLE.....$8
- STANDARD DEVIANT HAZY IPA.....$8

BOTTLED/CANNED:
- TECATE.....$2
- ACE APPLE CRAFT CIDER.....$7
- BLACK BUTTE PORTER.....$7
- LAUGHING MONK STRAWBERRY PULPIT
- BELGIAN STYLE BLONDE.....$8

BEER

PINOT NOIR......$9
- IMAGERY (2017)

SAUVIGNON BLANC......$9
- BENZIGER (2018)

ROSE.......$9
- NORTH BY NORTHWEST (2016)

SPARKLING WINE, BRUT......$9
- LOUIS POMMERY

WINE

- RUBY RED......$9
- MIMOSA......$9
- BOTTOMLESS MIMOSA (ON THE WEEKENDS)......$14

- NON-ALCOHOLIC GINGER BEER...$3
- JUICE.......$3

ETC.

BAR BITES

- HUMMUS & CRUDITÉ*.........$6
- MUHAMMARA & CRUDITÉ*.........$6
- SMOKED TROUT PATÉ*.........$8
- ALEPPO POTATO CHIPS........$4

*served with lavash crackers